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Synopsis
Exact lower bounds are given for thermodynamic
quantities of ionic mixtures in the uniform background
in d dimensions with three-dimensional (l/r) Coulomb
interaction (d=2 and 3) and with d-dimensional coulomb
interaction (d=l, 2, and 3). It is shown that these
lower bounds improve upon known ones and give values
close to experimental results which are available in
the case of d=3.
1. Introduction
Exact bounds for thermodynamic quantities are useful for systems
where we have no well-defined methods to calculate these quantities.
We here investigate one of such systems, the strongly coupled system
of charged particles in the uniform background of opposite charges
which is important as the simplest system with the long range inter-
action and also as a model of some real plasmas.
There are two classes of these systems of charged particles, d-
dimensional systems with three-dimensional (l/r) Coulomb interaction
and d-dimensional systems with d-dimensional Coulomb interaction. To
the first belong usual three-dimensional plasmas and two-dimensional
ones which have recently become available on the surface of liquid
helium or in the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) inversion layer, and
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to the second, three-dimensional plasmas and systems of charged rods
(d=2) and of charged sheets (d=l) where interaction potentials are
logalithmic and linear functions of the distance, respectively.
We have recently given exact lower bounds for thermodynamic
quantities of one-component plasmas (OCP's) in d dimensions with three
dimensional (l/r) Coulomb interaction (d=2 and 3) [1] and of those in
d dimensions with d-dimensional Coulomb int6raction (d=l, 2, and 3)
[2], and have shown that these lower bounds improve upon known ones
giving values close to available experimental [3, 4, 5] or exact values
[6, 7]. Here we extend these lower bounds to cases of ionic mixtures
composed of s kinds of ions (a = 1, 2, ••• , s) in the uniform background
of opposite charges. We denote the charge, the total number, the
number density of a - th species of ions by e
a
, N
a
, and n
a
, respectively.
2. Correlation Energy
The correlation energy per particle e of our system is given by
c
Here
n=l:n
a 'a
(2.1)
(2.2)
and ~(r) denotes the d-dimensional Coulomb interaction [2] whose zero
level is taken as ~(r=R.)=O with R.=oo for d>2 and R.=O for d<2;
-d {e (2-d) } =f r2 - d/(d-2)~(r)=(21T) !dk~(k) [exp(ik·r)- ]-
- - - exp(i~·~) -R.n(r/R.)
(d;i2 )
(d=2)
(2.3)
where dk denotes the d-dimensional volume integral in the Fourier space,
(2.4)
and e(x) is the unit step function. We also introduced the pair
correlation function of ions a and ions S, haSt!), defined by
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N N a
as a fJ
n na[h (r)+ll=fdr'< L E o[r+r'-r(, )lo[r'-r(, a)l
a fJ - - i=lj=l - N '" ~,a - '" ],fJ
a
-0 ao(r) E o[rl-r(, )]>/fdr',
afJ - i=l - - ~,a -
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(2.5)
where (i, a) denotes i-th particle of a-th species, :(i,a) its
position, and < > the statistical average. Other thermodynamic
quantities are easily derived from the correlation energy.
We define the structure factors by
(2.6)
(2.7)
For d-dimensional ionic mixtures with d-dimensional Coulomb interaction,
the correlation energy is expressed by the structure factors as
2"" -d 2 2 1/2 as
e =(1/2)e (2w) fdk¢(k) [ E (e eS/e ) (n na/n) S (k)-l
c '" a.,S a a. fJ -
{
6(2-d) \ {(d~2)
+ eXP(ik.R,)J] (d=2)
and for those with three-dimensional Coulomb interaction as
2"" -d 2"" 2 1/2 as
e = (1/2) e (2w) fdk¢3 (k) [ E (e eS/e ) (n nS/n) S (k) -1] •
c - a,S a. a -
Here we used the relations
1/2 as -d as '(nanS) h (:)=(2w) fd~[S (~)-oaS]exp(~~.:),
fdr(n n S)1/2h a.
S (r)=_0 S'
_ a '" a
the notation Qm defined by
m mQ =En Q In,
a. a a.
(2.8)
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
and the d-dimensional Fourier transform of three-dimensional coulomb
interaction ¢3(k) given by [1]
1/2 d-l I-d¢3(k)=fd:exp(i~':)/r="'.2lr ) r[(d-l)/2]k • (2.13)
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3. Generalization of Ideas due to Mermin and Onsager
The inequality for the structure factor of the three-dimensional
classical OCP due to Mermin [8] has been generalized to cases of d-
dimensional OCP with d-dimensional Coulomb interaction [2]. Here we
further generalize the inequality to cases of classical ionic mixtures
as shown in Appendix. In these cases multiplicity of components gives
some variety to inequalities 0:: this type. For the fluctuations of
charge density we have
(3.1)
where k denotes the wave number defined by
m
T the temperature in energy units, and m an arbitrary parameter. We
have also
for any component 8 where
(3.4)
Here we note that in the random phase approximation (RPA) the structure
factors and the fluctuations of charge density are given by
as 2 1/2 ~ 2 2SRPA (~) =8 aS - (nanS/n) (eaeS/e) 1 (k +kD ),
I (e
a
e
S/
e
2 ) (nanB/n2)1/2SaS(~)=k2/(k2+kD2),
a,S
where kD is the Debye wave number defined by
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
The inequality (3.1) with m=l and Eq. (2.8) lead to an exact lower
bound for the correlation energy e
c
(3. 8)
(d=3)
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( El /2 (d=l)
) 3- 2 2 2ec/T~[ec(RPA)/T] (E l )=,-(E l /4) [2y+£n(E l /2)+£n(e e/e )+£n(nn£)]
Il-E l /2
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where y=0.5772··· and [ec(RPA)/T] (E l ) is the RPA value for OCP at the
plasma parameter
(3.9)
For d<2 inequalities (3.1) with mtl and (3.3) also give lower bounds
--2
e /T>(l/2) (e l +m/ ~2m)/k T
c - m (d=l) ,
(d=l) ,
(3.10)
(3.11)
respectively. The random phase approximation, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6),
gives [e (RPA)/T] (E) where
c
(3.12 )
which satisfies the lower bound conditions (3.8), (3.10), and (3.11)
due to the Schwarz inequality
(3.13)
Lo,,'er bounds for the correlation energy of ocp due to Onsi'lger' s idea.
[9',,11] can also be generalized to cases of ionic mixtures in d dimensions
with d-dimensional Coulomb interaction including the case of d=3 given
in Ref.13. The results are
2-d
a
2' ' 2' -2 2
e >-(e /4) [3/2~£n(e /e )+£n(nn£ )]
c-
where a is defined by
n J dr=l .
r<a -
(dt2)
(d=2)
(3.14)
(3.15)
As in the case of OCP [1,2], lower bounds (3.8), (3.10), and (3.11)
are effective in the domain of low density and the lower bound (3.14)
in the domain of high density.
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4. D-Dimensional Ionic Mixtures with D-Dimensional Coulomb Interaction
In cases of ionic mixtures in d dimensions with d-dimensional
Coulomb interaction, we make use of the relation (3.1) or (3.3) and
the relations
(4.1)
and
With a function f(k,t) which satisfies the conditions
00 G 00
¢(k)=! dtf(k,t)=(! +! )dtf(k,t)
o 0 G
f(k,t)~O and f(r,t)=(2n)-dfdkf (k,t)exp(ik.r»0
.... ...., - -
we rewri.te the correlation energy as [2]
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.6)
~ -d G 2 2 1/2 0
e =(e /2) (2n) fdk! dtf(k,t) [ I (e eo/e) (n n /n) Sa~(k)-S]
c - 0 a,S a ~ a 13 - -
+(I/2n)fdrJ
oo
dtf(r,t) I e eon no[haS(r)+l]+Bl[f,G] , (4.5)
- G a,S a ~ a ~ -
where S denotes the right hand side of (3.1) or (3.3) and Bl[f,G] is
given by
- G )8 (2-d) J'Bl [f,G]=-(e2/2) (2n)-dfdk [! dtf(k,t) (l-!)-¢(k) . ]
- 0 exp (ik·.O -
00 1(d~2) - -
-(ne2/2)! dtf(k=O,t).
G (d=2)
Noting Eqs. (3.1), (3.3), (4.1), (4.2), and (4.4), we have
e >B[f,G].
c-
When G=oo this lower bound reduces to Eq. (3.8), (3.10), or (3.11).
When we use Eq. (3.1) with m=l and take
f(k,t)=(function of k/t)X2t- 3 ,
(4.7)
(4.8)
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as the function f(k,t), Bl[f,G] is written as
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Bl[f,G]/T=[e (RPA)/T] (El)+(ee2/e3){(e3/ee2)E12-1(2~)-dJdkJoo dtx
c ~ G/k
~ 00 1
Xf(k,t)/(k2+1)-2-1[2~d/2r(d/2)-1]-lJ dtf(k=O,t)}
G/k l (4.9)
and the values of this lower bound are obtained from values of the
3-2first and second terms at El and at (e /e e )E l for OCP [2].
In the case of three-dimensional DCP, fo(k,t)=2~eXP(-k2/4t2)t-3
gives effective lower bound among several simple functions which
satisfy the conditions (4.3) and (4.4) [1]. For three-dimensional
ionic mixtures we also take f O as f(k,t) and compare in Table the
lower bound thus obtained with the results of numerical experiments
[12,13] and other lower bounds, Egs. (3.8) and (3.14). When El«l and
El»l, this lower bound reduces to
3-2 2ec/T~- (1/2) El + (1/2~) (e lee ) El , (E l «1)
ec/T~-(3/2) (3/4~)1/3(ee2)2/3/aT+(1/2)(ee2/e3), (El»l)
(4.10)
(4.11)
respectively. The lower bound Bl[fO,G] improves upon other lower bounds
in the domains of low and intermediate density and gives values close
to experimental results. Thus the approximation haS(r)=_l in the
short range domain and the random phase approximation in the long range
domain (the difference between k l and ko being assumed small) with the
division of the integration into real and Fourier spaces by an appro-
priate function f(k,t) ar~ useful also for ionic mixtures in spite of
simplicity of the approximations.
Table Experimental values and lower bounds for the correlation energy
of classical ionic mixtures. (el=eO' e2=2eO' and s=2)
(4~n/3) 1/3e~/T nl/n n 2/n e /T*t Bl/T (3.8) (3.14)c
*1 1/2 1/2 -1. 645 -1. 932 -3.558 -2.123 *Ref.l3
1 5/6 1/6 -0.907t -1.082 -1. 686 -1. 279 tRef.l2
*5 1/2 1/2 -9.715 -10.84 -39.77 -10.61
5 5/6 1/6 -5. 601t -6.396 -18.85 -6.397
*10 1/2 1/2 -20.13 -22.06 -21. 23
10 5/6 1/6 -11. 73t -13 .13 -12.79
*20 1/2 1/2 -41.19 -44.51 -42.46
20 5/6 1/6 t -25.59-24.J.8 -26.63
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5. D-Dimensional Ionic Mixtures with Three-dimensional Coulomb
Interaction
For d-dimensional ionic mixtures with three-dimensional Coulomb
interaction, we have no relations like Eq.(3.l) or (3.3) except for
the case of d=3 and we use instead the relation
With a function f(k,t) which satisfies the conditions (4.4) and
00 G 00
~3(k)=J dtf(k,t)=(J +J )dtf(k,t),
o 0 G
we rewrite the correlation energy e
c
as [1]
G
e =(1/2) (2n)-d fdk J dtf(k,t)<!Ie Pk
a j 2>/IN
c - 0 a a _ a a
+(1/2n)fdrJ
oo
dtf(r,t) I e eQn nQ[haS(r)+l]+B[f,G],
- G a,S a ~ a ~ -
where
- G 00
2 J -2 JB{f,G]=-(e /2) dtf(r=O,t)-(ne /2) dtf(k=O,t).
o G
We thus obtain
e >B[f,G].
c-
(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
When we take f(k,t)=(function of k/t)/td (f(r,t)=(function of rt) in
the real space), we have
e >-n l / 2 [d/2{d-l)] [r(d/2+l)Jdrf(r)/f(r=O)]1/df (r=O) (e2/e2)1/de 2/a
c- - '(5.6)
where the factor e 2 in the case of OCP [1] is replaced by (e2/e2)1/de 2.
Appendix
Here we generalize the derivation of the inequality (3.1) for
three-dimensional OCP due to Merrnin [8] based on the Schwarz inequality
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As the functions A and B we now take
(AI)
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and
A=Ee Aa.,
a.
Na.
a.A = E 1jJ [r ( , ) ]
i=l - J.,a.
(A2)
Na.
Ba.= E {<P [r ( , ) ] [Cl / Cl r ( . ) ] U-T [ Cl / Cl r ( , ) ]l.P[r ( , ) ] },
- '-1) - J.,a. - J.,a. - J.,a. ) - J.,a.
J.- (A3)
where U denotes the interaction energy, and obtain
N
a. S* _ a. *
<B A >-0 QT E <':l'[r(, )] [Cl/Clr(, )h [r(. )]>, (A4)
- a.~ i=l - J.,a. - J.,a. - J.,a.
a. S* Na. NS ....<B·B >=T E E {<<f[r(. )]4' [r(, Q)][Cl/Clr(, )].[Cl/Clr(, Q)]U
- - i=lj=l - J.,a. J - J,~ - J.,a. - J,~
+cS QO, ,T<I [Cl/Clr(. )]W!2>}. (AS)a.~ J.J - J.,a. )
We note that
2 d/2 -1[Cl/Clr(, )] U=-21T r(d/2) e p[r(. )]
- J.,a. a. - J.,a.
and
d/2 -1 (i,a.)[Cl/Clr(, )]·[Cl/Clr(. Q)]U=21T r(d/2) eop [r(. 0)
- J.,a. - J,~ ~ - J,~
(A6)
for 0 00, ,=0 •
a.~ J.J
(A7)
Here p[r(, )] is the charge density at the position r(, ) due to
_ J.,a. - J.,a.
other particles (and their periodic images when the periodic boundary
condition is used) and the uniform charge density -Y.e n of the back-(') Cia.a.
ground and p J.,a. (:) is the charge density at the position: due to the
particle (i,a.) (and its periodic images). We thus have
Na.
<!BI 2>=21Td/ 2r(d/2)-lnTete 1+2m E <Ilf[r(, )] 12>
- a. a. i=l - J.,a.
N
2 2 a. 2
+T Ee m L: < 1 [Cl/Clr( .. ) ]((7[r(. )] I >. (A8)
a. a. i=l - J.,a. ) - J.,a.
Taking ~(E)=1jJ(E)=exp(i~·:)in the case of the periodic boundary condition
we have the inequality (3.1) where k is defined by Eq. (3.2). We also
m
obtain (3.1) in the case of the inpenetrable wall boundary condition by
modifying r(;~.> in the same way as in the case of three-dimensional OCP [8] .
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When we take
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(A9)
as the function B, similar arguments lead to the inequality (3.3).
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